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Not so sweet and innocent! Madonna
shares photo to Instagram where her
head is superimposed on body of
woman bathing in donuts 
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Madonna was having a little fun with Instagram on Wednesday.

The 57-year-old singer posted an image where her head was superimposed on a
woman's body as she lay in a bathtub full of donuts.

The image of her head was taken in the 1990s. And the mother of four captioned the
shot: 'Still Deserve Donuts!' 

Scroll down for video 
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Cheeky! Madonna posted a photo to her Instagram on Wednesday as she
captioned it: 'Still Deserve Donuts!'

Not on good terms: Her custody battle with ex-husband Guy Ritchie erupted in
December when it was revealed that Rocco was refusing to fly home to be with his
mother
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One eager fan wrote: 'Lol! LOVE YOU! You work so hard and have to put up with so
much judgement, hate & criticism...you deserve all the doughnuts you want haha'

Another simply said: 'Wuauuuu bellissima.'

One user commented: 'I use to like donuts, now I think I am in Love with them! !!!!'

It's safe to say, they have her back.

Bhutan: King
releases photos of
his three-month-old
son 
brother the Dragon
Prince, 4, steals a
peek!) 
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Out and about: Rocco Ritchie was spotted getting iced coffee with a friend in New
York City on Tuesday

Meanwhile, Madonna's private life has been hitting headlines lately.

Her custody battle with ex-husband Guy Ritchie erupted in December when it was
revealed that Rocco was refusing to fly home to be with his mother.

Madonna appeared in New York Supreme Court just days before Christmas where
she revealed that her son wanted to stay with his father in London despite her
insistence that he return to Manhattan.
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'still praying for a
miracle' as husband
Nick Cordero suffers
setback in COVID-19
battle
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Battle: Madonna appeared in New York Supreme Court just days before Christmas
where she revealed that her son wanted to stay with his father in London despite
her insistence that he return to Manhattan

The judge in the case ruled that Rocco must return to the United States by the
following month.

At the same time, Madonna filed an order in London under international child
abduction laws asking that Rocco return home.

Madonna has three other children, 10-year-old Mercy James, 10-year-old David
Banda Mwale Ciccone Ritchie and 19-year-old Lourdes Maria Ciccone Leon.

Rocco was spotted out and about in New York City with a friend on Tuesday.
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Share or comment on this article: Madonna shares photo where her head is on
body of woman with donuts

Trying to find the middle ground: Madonna filed an order in London under
international child abduction laws asking that Rocco return home
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black daughter
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damage from 
weekend's riots
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matching bandana
face masks on
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Minnesota's
governor
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Pregnant Ciara
prays for 'unity' as
she shares selfie
with her six-year-old
son Future amid
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Floyd protests:
'Enough is enough!'
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Gracie have fun as
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turning 4 during
lockdown
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lockdown in
Windsor Castle 10
weeks ago
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Floyd who died in
the US in police
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the star has a
'fondness for
tyrants' and admires
Hitler's
'determination'
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shared their images
of life during
lockdown for her
Hold Still campaign
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by marriage
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Cheetah in Wonder
Woman 1984 
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Woman 1984 
 

Harry and Meghan
'hire LA security firm
that charges nearly
$9,000 per day and
is beloved by
celebrities including
Jeff Bezos and Tom
Hanks'

Vanessa Hudgens
flaunts her curves in
sports bra and
shorts during break
from quarantine

Justin Bieber
sports his own Drew
clothing brand while
spending Saturday
shooting hoops
alone
he 26-year-old has
returned back to LA

Madison Beer
wields a 'Black Lives
Matter' sign and
heads back to her
Range
Rover...following
protest over George
Floyd killing

EXCLUSIVE
Brown shares a new
apology video for
saying the n-word...
after her initial
apology attempts
were criticized as
half-hearted

Shawn Mendes
embarks on a casual
walk around his

ADVERTISEMENT
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neighborhood... after
showing solidarity
with those
protesting George
Floyd's death
 

'Sex is a really big
part of the show:'
Elle Fanning admits
her racy scenes as
notorious Russian
Empress Catherine
The Great are
'outrageous'
 

Lisa Rinna fails to
get Harry Hamlin's
attention as she
furiously dances
around him while he
calmly waters their
plants

Jeremy 'Hot Felon'
Meeks marches
shirtless in LA as he
joins nation-wide
protests over killing
of George Floyd

Jennifer Lopez
boards a private jet
with fiance Alex
Rodriguez and their
children as they jet
out of Miami
Jennifer and 
seen departing Miami

Adele's dramatic
98-pound weight
loss 'was a result of
low-calorie meal
deals delivered
directly to her door'
I

Joaquin Phoenix

ADVERTISEMENT
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Joaquin Phoenix
steps out to his car
barefoot after taking
a karate class in
Beverly Hills
The Joker star didn't
bother with shoes

Eva Longoria slips
into swimsuit to
enjoy 'Saturday
Smiles' while
cradling son
Santiago Baston,
one
Eva cradled her one-year-
old son

Queen 'will pay off
Prince Andrew's
$8.3million debt on
French ski chalet
after socialite
threatened to drag
the case through the
courts'
 

Emma Roberts cuts
a casual chic look in
a pink sweater as
she steps out for
coffee run in Los
Angeles  during a
break from
coronavirus
quarantine
 

Gabrielle Union
tweets in support of
bus driver who
refused to transport
arrested protesters...
after bus was
commandeered by
police: 'Resist!'
 

Olivia Palermo
makes the streets of
NYC her runway as
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NYC her runway as
she takes her
precious pooch Mr.
Butler for a walk

Sailor Brinkley-
Cook steps out for
jog in the Hamptons
after revealing mom
Christie Brinkley
'didn't fully know' of
her teenage body
image struggles
 

Grimes reveals her
nickname for son X
Æ A-12 after having
his unusual name
slightly changed on
birth certificate to
abide by the law in
California

Billie Eilish posts
incendiary essay in
the wake of George
Floyd's murder in
response to the
racist 'All Lives
Matter' movement:
'This is not about
you'

Eiza Gonzalez
teases her taut
midriff in purple
crop top as she
makes a coffee run
in LA during break
from quarantine
González recently
reunited with her co-star

Josh Lucas' ex-wife
Jessica Ciencin
Henriquez publicly
accuses him of
cheating in Twitter
tirade: 'I deserve
better than this'
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better than this'

Casey Affleck pairs
his shaggy beard
with a dapper linen
shirt and khakis
while taking a call in
Los Angeles
The Oscar winner
stepped outside

Michelle Obama
responds to the
killing of George
Floyd saying she is
'exhausted' by the
racist attacks on
black people
 

'I miss you!' Romeo
Beckham pines for
girlfriend Mia Regan
in sweet post as
lockdown continues
to force them apart...
as teen resembles
dad David
 

Diane Kruger
enjoys a peaceful
afternoon at the park
with beau Norman
Reedus and their
one-year-old
daughter

David Beckham
shares a rare
throwback photo of
his sister Lynne as
he marks her 49th
birthday

Taraji P. Henson
gets emotional
discussing the
'disproportionate
affect' COVID-19 has
had on the mental
health of African-
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health of African-
Americans
 

Romee Strijd
shows off baby
bump in fitted dress
after revealing
lengthy fertility
struggle
She is pregnant with her
first baby by her husband
Laurens Van Leeuwen

Stassie Karanikolaou
flaunts her curves in
sizzling yellow lace
lingerie set as she
models for
Rihanna's Savage X
Fenty from her home

Lea Michele shows
off her growing baby
bump as she spends
quality family time 
during a walk with
her mother and
husband in Los
Angeles
 

Kylie Jenner and
mom Kris are
allegedly 'freaking
out' over the 22-
year-old getting
kicked off Forbes'
Billionaire List and
fear it will 'hurt their
brand'

Moving on! Justin
Hartley caught
kissing his former
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Young and the
Restless co-star
Sofia Pernas... amid
divorce from
Chrishell Stause

It's over! Julianne
Hough and Brooks
Laich announce they
have SEPARATED
less than three years
after getting married

Documents that
could make or break
Prince Andrew's
'alibi' for the night
he is alleged to have
had sex with Virginia
Roberts are
gathering dust at a
police office in
Sidcup 
 

Outrage at
Belgium's Prince
Joachim, 28, as he
catches coronavirus
after flying 1050
miles to Spain to
attend a party with
his girlfriend and 26
others
 

Elton John lays off
staff and bandmates
after taking $80m hit
when his farewell
tour is canceled due
to coronavirus
 

Duchess Camilla
has ELEVEN pairs of
bunion-busting
shoes: Camilla is a
huge fan of 
(which come in
handy when you
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handy when you
carry out over 200
engagements a year)
 

Madonna, 61,
emerges from
hospital using a
crutch amid
recovery from knee
injury... after
admitting she was
left feeling like a
'broken doll'
 

Duck Dynasty's
Phil Robertson
discovers he has a
daughter, 45, from
an extramarital
affair: 'Finally, after
all those years, we
come together'

Healing the rift
between once-close
Harry and William:
The ex-Guards
officer with the
toughest
peacekeeping
mission on the
planet
 

'I locked myself in
the car and cried
several times': Katy
Perry candidly
discusses losing her
grandmother Ann
Pearl Hudson after
announcing
pregnancy
 

'Obsessed with this
show!' Shanina
Shaik reveals she's
been binge-watching
MasterChef
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MasterChef
Australia 
she'd like to be a
guest judge
 

Influencer Ashley
Stock's daughter
Stevie, three, dies
from a very rare
brain cancer... six
weeks after tumor
was found: 'I don't
know how to do this'
 

Gordon Ramsay's
lookalike son Oscar,
13 months,
hilariously IGNORES
him as they enjoy a
beach walk in
Cornwall

'Enough is
enough': Jimmy
Kimmel calls for
Trump to be voted
out for 'inflaming
violence' in somber
monologue about
George Floyd

Mariah Carey belts
out There's Got to
Be a Way as she
demands justice for
George Floyd... 30
years after 1990
release

Duck Dynasty's
Korie and Sadie
Robertson react to
the news of Phil's
newly discovered
daughter and share
photo with new
family member
 

Nicole Richie and
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Nicole Richie and
Lionel Richie 'never
fully supported'
Sofia's relationship
with Scott Disick,
which 'played a big
role in their issues'

EXCLUSIVE
Cuoco smiles with
glee as she dines
out with husband
Karl for the first time
in months: 'One of
the best nights'

Kylie Jenner could
face criminal probe
and even JAIL over
'web of lies'
surrounding her
company's value
after Forbes claimed
she faked billionaire
status

Mama June sells
her family's house to
pay her debts before
pleading not guilty
to drug charges on
Mama June: From
Not To Hot

Jay Leno serves
grease monkey
vibes in blue
jumpsuit as he calls
for a tow after
classic red Hot Rod
breaks down in
Beverly Hills

David and Victoria
Beckham 'plan to
build a secret
getaway tunnel from
their Cotswolds pad
to increase their
security amid break-
in fears'
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in fears'
 

Chris Pine looks
stylish in a
patterned silk shirt
as he goes out for a
drive in his classic
Porsche with his
girlfriend Annabelle
Wallis

Prince Harry's ex-
girlfriend Cressida
Bonas reveals how
'fear' held her back
from joining the
Royal Family and
why she wants to
shake off 'It girl'
label
 

'She felt like
Jennifer Lopez in
The Wedding
Planner!' Alan Carr
reveals Adele's
delight at organizing
his 2018 nuptials...
as funnyman
discusses friendship
 

'She's much
tougher on me than
any director I've
worked with!' Hugh
Jackman gushes
about wife Deborra-
Lee Furness' talents

Megan Fox steps
out on errand run
amid Machine Gun
Kelly dating
rumors... after Brian
Austin Green
confirmed their
marriage split

The Beckhams are
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The Beckhams are
forced to call a
socially-distanced
repairman as their
Cotswolds pad is
FLOODED after
leaving the bath
running
 

The last ever
photos of John
Lennon, seen with
his killer: Newly
enhanced images
give an
unprecedented
insight into horrific
murder 40 years ago

Heidi Klum, 46, is
all 'love' as she
enjoys an evening
stroll with
husband Tom
Kaulitz, 30, her four
children and their
dogs around Los
Angeles

Kat Von D serves
an uber chic mom
look in black poncho
as she takes son
Leafar for walk
during break from
quarantine in Los
Angeles

Andy Cohen re-
homes his beloved
rescue dog Wacha in
order to ensure
safety of his one-
year-old son Ben:
'Keeping him here
could be
catastrophic'

The Bachelor's
Colton Underwood
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Colton Underwood
and Cassie
Randolph split
almost two years
after he gave her his
final rose 
Couple found love on
Season 23

Nikki Bella flaunts
her growing baby
bump in a green bra
and panties as she
marks 30 weeks
pregnant 
She is in the middle of her
third trimester

Justin Bieber
shoots hoops at his
Beverly Hills
mansion with his
bodyguard... as pop
star's posh tour bus
arrives ahead of
rescheduled tour

Billie Eilish calls
out President
Donald Trump with
scathing reaction to
his critical tweets
about Minneapolis
protests: 'Are you
dead f***ing
serius????'

Ramona Singer's
daughter Avery, 24,
slams Leah
McSweeney's
behavior on RHONY
and asks mom: 'How
are you associated
with them?'

YouTube star Myka
Stauffer reveals
'scary things
happened' to her
other kids as she
defends decision to
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defends decision to
'rehome' autistic
son, 4, she adopted
from China

Tyler Cameron
flashes his chiseled
abs as he writes
about finding his
'own way' on a
shirtless hike in
West Virginia
He competed 
15 of The Bachelorette

Chris Evans recalls
losing the starring
role in Fracture to
Ryan Gosling after
revealing he almost
PASSED on Marvel's
Captain America 

Beyonce urges
fans to sign petition
for justice over
'senseless killing' of
George Floyd:
'Continue to pray for
peace, compassion,
and healing for our
country'

Joshua Jackson
debuts his
quarantine buzz cut
and kisses his wife
Jodie Turner-Smith
through masks while
strolling with their
baby daughter

ABC and the TV
Academy will still
present the Emmy
Awards in
September... as the
format remains up in
the air amid
coronavirus
concerns
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Regina King rocks
a sporty look in knee
socks as she takes
dog Cornbread for
walk in her Los
Angeles
neighborhood
during break from
quarantine
 

Kelly Ripa says her
daughter Lola, 18,
'heckled' her as she
tried to film a TikTok
dance routine
Star has jumped on the
social media bandwagon

Jaime King spotted
arriving to a friend's
house in Beverly
Hills...amid her
explosive divorce
and custody battle
with ex Kyle
Newman

Paulina Porizkova,
55, bares all with a
makeup-free selfie
as she aims to show
fans 'what she
actually looks like'
after being flooded
with compliments
for her ageless
bikini pictures 

Furious Kylie
Jenner insists she
did NOT spin a 'web
of lies' or forge tax
documents after
Forbes' bombshell
claims she faked her
way to billionaire
status 

Chris Pratt looks
focused as he takes
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focused as he takes
his best swing
during a game of
golf at the Bel Air
Country Club
amid coronavirus
pandemic

SZA admits she is
'really hurt' over
Lana Del Rey's
recent Instagram
outbrust and says
black artists 'work
very hard to be seen
as soft'

Woody Allen rips
into son Ronan
Farrow calling his
journalism 'shoddy'
and questioning if
his credibility will
last

Britt Ekland reveals
she flashes pictures
of herself as a bikini-
clad Bond girl to
avoid airports
customs delays
Starred in 1974's Man
With The Golden Gun

Matthew Rhys
investigates a
chilling child
kidnapping in the
first full-length
trailer for HBO's
Perry Mason series 

Kevin Hart calls for
police to be held
accountable after
George Floyd's
death sparks
protests around the
U.S.: 'Enough is
enough'
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Cody Simpson
shows off his buff
physique and wears
a Chanel scarf as a
face mask as he
cuddles up to the
rescue dog he
adopted with Miley
Cyrus

'We will vote you
out in November':
Taylor Swift attacks
Trump and accuses
him of 'stoking the
fires of white
supremacy his
entire presidency'

Patrick Dempsey's
famously fabulous
mane gets a
temporary makeover
as his wife Jillian
covers up his gray
hair in quarantine
tutorial

Hailey Bieber
keeps it comfortable
in  oversized T-Shirt
and leggings 
grabbing takeout in
West Hollywood

Sailor Brinkley
Cook, 21, says she
feels 'disgusted'
with her body in
GMA interview about
eating disorder 
before blasting
show for 'tone deaf'
segment

Rihanna is filled
with 'devastation,
anger, sadness' over
the horrific murder
of George Floyd who
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died at the hands of
police earlier this
week

Miranda Lambert 
looks every inch a
country-girl as she
shows off her legs
while sporting a
black fringe dress
and cowboy boots 

Ryan Gosling will
grace the silver
screen as the title
character in
Universal Studios'
upcoming Wolfman
film 

Sarah Silverman
shares a laugh with
pal Annie Segal
during her nightly
salute on her
balcony to New York
City's healthcare
workers

Bella Hadid ditches
her bra to pose in
sheer white dress
and electric green
coat as she
channels Swinging
60s on Instagram 

Meghan King and
estranged husband
Jim Edmonds fight
over prenup amid
ongoing divorce...
as his rep insists
'Jim has been
beyond generous'

Janelle Monae cuts
a chic look in black
checked coat and
fedora as she hands
out lunches for her
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out lunches for her
initiative
#WondaLunch in
Los Angeles

Dua Lipa and
Jason Derulo lead
the stars on
OneHuManity's
Dream With Us 24-
hour livestream
benefit for
coronavirus efforts

Alec Baldwin to
take on the western
genre as producer
and star of the film
Rust
Movie is based on a story
by Baldwin and writer-
director Joel Souza 

Ben Affleck springs
to the rescue after
his family's pooch
escapes from his
assistant's minivan
Pup was rescued by ex-
wife Jennifer in 2018

'This is what
people resort to':
Cardi B supports
violent riots in
response to George
Floyd's death as she
urges people to vote
in local elections

Oprah Winfrey
pens heartbroken
tribute to 'mighty
soul' George Floyd:
'Your spirit is lifted
by the cries of all of
us who call for
justice in your name'

Scott Disick split
from Sofia Richie
after he made ex
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after he made ex
Kourtney 'more of a
priority' than her and
will 'always be in
love' with
Kardashian star

Kylie Jenner says
she 'fears' for
daughter Stormi and
wants a better future
for her as she
speaks out about
George Floyd's
death

Ed Sheeran is
'brewing his own
beer to supply the
pub on the grounds
of his sprawling
$4.5million English
estate amid the
coronavirus
lockdown'

The most 'beautiful
girl in the world'
Thylane Blondeau
shows off lockdown
life in her chic Paris
apartment- complete
with edgy skull
ornaments
 

Bob Kulick,
legendary guitarist
for KISS, Lou  Reed
and Meat loaf and
songwriter for
Spongebob
Squarepants, is
dead at 70 

Sean Penn. 59, and
girlfriend Leila
George, 28, cover up
in face masks while
working with his
non-profit CORE in
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NYC 

Simon Cowell, 60,
reveals he does '150
PUSH-UPS every
morning before
work' to maintain his
4st weight loss after
adopting a vegan
diet

Jackie Kennedy's
beauty secrets
revealed:
Dermatologist
reveals First Lady
applied facial toner
to her armpits and
kept walking to a
minimum
 

Teen Mom 2 star
Kailyn Lowry
cradles her growing
bump in a tight
black tee as she
prepares for arrival
of baby No. 4

Dylan Sprouse
says his twin
brother Cole is
'getting healthy'
while isolating with
Riverside costar KJ
Apa... after split
from Lili Reinhart

CNN host Chris
Cuomo's viewership
has plunged by
HALF since he
contracted
coronavirus after
segments with
brother Andrew
were panned

Selling Sunset star
Christine Quinn
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Christine Quinn
reveals she wants to
be on The Real
Housewives Of
Beverly Hills
She dished about the
Housewives' fashion
sense

Kylie Jenner is not
a billionaire! Forbes
claims star 'spun a
web of lies about
company figures
and FORGED tax
returns to reach
mega-money
milestone'

Jamie Foxx lends
support to George
Floyd protesters
angry over police-
involved death while
asking white people
to 'put yourself in
our position'

Mama June's
daughters Anna and
Jessica show off
their summer-ready
bodies...three
months after
undergoing $120k
plastic surgery
 

Heiress Chloe
Green celebrates
son Jayden's
second birthday by
turning her home
into a soft play area
during lockdown

ADVERTISEMENT
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DON'T MISS

Tyra Banks says
she STILL 'cringes'
at clip of her cruelly
making fun of
contestant for
having gap teeth on
America's Next Top

 

TOP STORIES
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America's Next Top
Model

Late singer Jenni
Rivera's MLB star
ex 
Esteban Loaiza blew
$44M on 'lavish
lifestyle and gifts for
pals and mistress'
before  getting three
years for cocaine
trafficking 

'I'm very happy to
get to 50': Naomi
Campbell says her
birthday was 'surreal
and serene' and
celebrated the
milestone with 'just
a few friends'

Camilla Belle cuts a
chic figure in a
stylish white
summer dress as
she covers up in a
face mask
Looked every inch a chic
fashionista

Rain on her!
Britney Spears
steals Lady Gaga's
thunder in surprise
chart battle as her
song Mood Ring
from 2016 hits
number one on US
iTunes

Cindy Crawford
celebrates 22nd
anniversary with
Rande Gerber by
posting romantic
snap of their
Bahamas wedding

Brittany Murphy's
sudden death at 32
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sudden death at 32
explored in new
documentary
featuring last
interview with her
late father Angelo
Bertolotti

Malibu clifftop
mansion once
owned by Kenny
Rogers hits the
market for $125
million - featuring a
funicular railway to
the beach
Located in Paradise Cove

'Black people are
being killed and
she's is crying about
people calling her
pretty': Madison
Beer apologizes for
outburst about
plastic surgery

Meghan Markle has
been secretly
working with her
patronage Mayhew
as it 'desperately'
struggles with
funding amid the
coronavirus crisis

'Read the room':
Madonna mocked
over her 'tribute' to
George Floyd as she
posts video of her
son David Banda
dancing to Michael
Jackson

New couple Nina
Dobrev and Shaun
White are 'enjoying
quarantining and
living together'
...after they
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...after they
confirmed
relationship on
Instagram

Megan Fox 'pushed
for a divorce from
Brian Austin Green'
as stricken actor
was bedridden with
a brain condition in
2015... five years
before final split
 

Mark Ronson, 44,
shares a passionate
kiss with Harry
Potter star girlfriend
Genevieve Gaunt,
29, as they pack on
PDA in London

Roger Federer is
first tennis player
EVER to top Forbes'
Athletes Rich List
after raking in yearly
earnings of $103M,
edging out LeBron
James

Jessica Simpson's
trainer reveals how
she keeps off her
amazing 100LBS
weight loss
results... after
tipping the scales at
240LBS while
pregnant

'My boy's day':
Laura Dern
celebrates son
Ellery's graduation
from high school as
she treats teen to a
pasta feast at home
amid quarantine

Dakota Johnson
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Dakota Johnson
chooses between
Fifty Shades co-star
Jamie Dornan and
character Christian
Grey after years of
their rumored off-
camera feud 

Meghan and Kate's
pantyhose
showdown was all a
game of thrones so
perhaps it's for the
best there is now an
ocean between them

Prince Harry
praises volunteers
who are delivering
food 
London during a
video call and says
'helping people
makes you feel
better' 

'My weekly face
transplant!' Khloe
Kardashian jokes
about her changing
look as she baffles
fans by posting
ANOTHER
unrecognisable
selfie
 

Cristiano Ronaldo's
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez shows off
her generous curves
in skintight leggings
as she works on
flexibility at their
home gym 

Vogue stylist
thought love of his
fashionista friends
would last for ever -
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would last for ever -
but he reveals how
they cruelly dropped
him when he was no
longer useful

Anthony James
dead at 77: Academy
Award-winning actor
who starred in
Unforgiven and In
The Heat of the
Night passes away
after a battle with
cancer

Kylie Jenner's
stunning Tuscan-
style 'starter home'
which she bought
just aged 17 is back
on the market for
$3.6M three years
after she sold the
pad
 

Prince George's
billionaire godfather
the Duke of
Westminster, 29,
donates £1million to
mental health
research on the
coronavirus crisis 

Normal People star
Paul Mescal admits
he couldn't stop
'bawling' after
filming his character
Connell's
breakdown scenes

Real Housewives
Of New York alum
Kelly Bensimon, 52,
gets wet and wild in
her striped white
bikini while crawling
in the Palm Beach
surf
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surf

Marianne Faithfull,
73, reveals she
became 'very, very
depressed' after
contracting Covid-19
and has 'not dealt
with lockdown well'

Can you spot
what's wrong with
this photo? Tammy
Hembrow reveals an
unusual detail about
her body in her
latest bikini selfie

'Little Carole
Baskin': Steve
Irwin's niece
Rebecca Lobie jokes
that she's just like
the Tiger King star
as she poses in a
racy leopard print
bodysuit

Fit for Hollywood
royalty! Couple
overhauled a 1920s
LA castle into a
stunning modern
home 
bought by Diane
Kruger

Love And Hip Hop
star Betty Idol's
younger sister is
killed in mysterious
shooting: 'This was
no accident'
'I will never be able to
hold my sister again'

Steve Harvey buys
actor Tyler Perry's
$15m seven-
bedroom Atlanta
mansion which
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mansion which
comes complete
with an underground
ballroom, and an
infinity pool
 

Ariel Winter shows
off her curves in
skinny jeans and
pink T-shirt as she
arrives at her Los
Angeles studio
alongside beau Luke
Benward

Prince Carl Philip
of Sweden dons
military uniform to
mark the country's
Veterans Day by
laying a wreath at
Stockholm's
Maritime Museum 

'It became the
fashionable thing to
do, like eating kale':
Woody Allen slams
stars who denounce
him but admits he
will always be seen
as a 'predator'

She's wild! Eiza
Gonzalez turns
heads in eye-
catching tiger
striped ensemble
that showcases her
fabulous figure
 

Gwyneth Paltrow's
husband Brad
Falchuk, 49, shows
off his muscular
physique as he goes
shirtless during solo
run in LA
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Tammy Hembrow,
Skye Wheatley and
their influencer gal
pals book out
popular Gold Coast
bar for private party
as lockdown
restrictions ease

Lily Allen shows off
her toned abs in a
neon crop top and
pink leggings in a
bathroom selfie after
workout
The singer, 35, displayed
her washboard abs

Dua Lipa shows off
her new red hair as
she takes a snap of
boyfriend Anwar
Hadid on a Trafalgar
Square lion while
playing tourist in
London 

Food Network's
Katie Lee tells Hoda
Kotb and Jenna
Bush Hager she's
'never felt better'
about her body as
she shows off her
growing baby bump

Holly Madison
stays safe in pink
glittery face mask
and matching gloves
as she fills up the
tank of her $120k
Range Rover in LA 
 

Helena Bonham
Carter, 54, heads out
for a bike ride in the
sunshine with pals
after revealing
Harvey Weinstein
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Harvey Weinstein
made a pass at her

Dakota Johnson
dons a dramatic
pink gown as she
chats to next door
neighbour Jimmy
Kimmel over the
fence during an
episode of his show

RHOC star Emily
Simpson flaunts
15lbs weight loss in
a black swimsuit as
she promotes her
new collection

Ashley Benson
brings snacks and
drinks to beau G-
Eazy's house as she
rebounds after Cara
Delevingne split
She was spotted in Calvin
Klein 

Couple travel world
to find real-life
'secret' filming
locations of their
favorite movies and
TV shows - then
recreate scenes with
matching costumes
and poses

'That's when my
abs show more':
Iggy Azalea reveals
her diet secrets after
furiously shutting
down a body shamer
who said she's
'gaining weight'

New Fyre Festival?
George Clooney
leads A-list stars
DENYING they are
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DENYING they are
speakers at
philanthropy summit
that 
for $1,800

Disgraced Chinese
star Fan Bingbing
who was fined
$100million for
dodging taxes
prepares for a
comeback after a
two-year hiatus

Model Megan Gale
reveals the VERY
unexpected hobby
she's taken up again
while in isolation
with her boyfriend
and kids

David Hasselhoff's
wife Hayley Roberts,
40, flaunts her fit
figure in purple
leggings and white
sports bra during
solo jog
.

Dua Lipa flaunts
her new cherry red
tresses in
smouldering selfie
as she continues to
plug new music
from the confines of
lockdown 
 

Lily-Rose Depp
dons figure-hugging
red backless dress
as she celebrates
her 21st birthday in
Paris during
lockdown

RHONY alum Alex
McCord and
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McCord and
husband Simon van
Kempen enjoy
milestone 20th
wedding
anniversary:
'Looking ahead to
the next 30!'

Awkwafina and
Karen Gillan set to
reunite for upcoming
action-comedy film
Shelly...after starring
alongside one
another in Jumanji

'This body beat
cancer': Biggest
Loser trainer Erica
Lugo hits back at
cruel commenters
over her 'loose skin'
in recent bikini selfie

Ashton Kutcher
and Mila Kunis list
their massive
Beverly Hills
mansion for almost
$14M... which was
the first home the
stars purchased as a
couple

Grimes is selling a
piece of her SOUL to
the highest bidder in
conceptual art
piece... after giving
birth to billionaire
Elon Musk's baby

Arnold
Schwarzenegger's
home workout is
interrupted by pet
donkey Lulu as
actor, 72, maintains
his fitness in
personal gym
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personal gym
 

Lady Gaga reveals
she caused mass
panic when she
wore $28million
diamond to TACO
BELL after the
Oscars
 

Julia Roberts dons
face mask
emblazoned with
image of President
Barack Obama less
than six months
after joining Michelle
at event in Vietnam

'We love you!'
Emma Bunton and
Geri Halliwell share
throwback Spice
Girls snaps as they
wish Mel B a happy
45th birthday

Jersey Shore star
Jenni 'JWoww'
Farley fears she got
'hexed' by Angelina
Pivarnick's 'psychic'
grandma
Made claim inThursday's
episode

Nina Dobrev
CONFIRMS she's in
a romantic
relationship with
Shaun White...and
gives the Olympic
snowboarder a
quarantine haircut

Make-up free
Michelle Dockery
giggles and beams
as she joins her
boyfriend Jasper
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boyfriend Jasper
Waller-Bridge in
Clapping For Carers 

Victoria's Secret
model Shanina
Shaik stuns in a racy
tie-dye G-string
bikini and reveals
the surprising
material her
swimsuit is made
out of 
 

Making waves!
Chris Hemsworth
shows off his
incredible muscles
as he enjoys an after
school surf with one
of his young sons in
Byron Bay
 

Bebe Rexha
reveals her parents
in New York City had
COVID-19 but are
now recovering after
being 'very ill for
three weeks'
Bebe, 30, lives in LA

'You do not look
like a secretary!'
Fashion icon Lady
Gaga reassures an
embarrassed host
that she isn't under-
dressed in a preview
for an exclusive
interview

Hailey Bieber cuts
a stylish figure in a
blouse and jeans as
she steps out after
hitting back at
plastic surgery
claims
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Tobey Maguire, 44,
is joined by stunning
model girlfriend
Tatiana Dieteman,
27, as the couple go
for a bike ride in
Brentwood
 

Demi Lovato packs
on the public
displays of affection
with her boyfriend
Max Ehrich in
steamy poolside
snaps as she says 'I
love you so much'

Taylor Swift fans
get 'Burger King is
Over' trending on
Twitter... after the
fast food giant took
a stab at pop
singer's songs all
being 'about her ex'

Hugh Jackman's
wife Deborra-lee
Furness, 64, looks
completely
unrecognizable on
the cover of
Australian magazine

Emily Ratajkowski
dons crop top as
she gives husband
Sebastian Bear-
McClard a haircut on
their patio in LA: 'So
proud'
 

Sarah Ferguson
shares a gushing
tribute to 'darling'
Princess Beatrice on
what would have
been her wedding
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been her wedding
day to fiancé Edo
Mapelli Mozzi
 

Total Bellas: Artem
Chigvintsev picks
out emerald-cut ring
as he prepares to
propose to Nikki
Bella
The dancer prepared to
pop the question 

Gordon Ramsay
reopens one London
restaurant for
takeout and says
'lockdown has been
a nightmare' after
facing the wrath of
his Cornish
neighbors 
 

Blac Chyna sues
ex-landlord after he
got a $72k judgment
against her over her
rental of Los
Angeles  home
She claims he owes her
$20k of security deposit

Britney Spears
recycles updated
Glory album cover
from 2016 for her
Mood Ring single
cover
Oops she did it again!
with latest single

Nicola Peltz brands
Brooklyn Beckham
her 'dream boy' as
he rustles up a
HUGE stack of
cookies while
passing the time in
lockdown
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Real Housewives
Of New York City:
Leah McSweeney
flips out during
dinner hosted by
Ramona Singer
The 37-year-old fashion
designer screamed

Lady Gaga shares
a video of herself
'crying' while
dancing as she
releases highly-
anticipated album
Chromatica 
 

Aaron Taylor-
Johnson wears a
floral face mask,
gloves and a
bandana as he
stocks up on beer
and ice during
lockdown outing in
Los Angeles
 

Ashley Roberts
flashes her toned
legs in a chic thigh-
split black dress and
skyscraper heels as
she leaves the Heart
FM studios
 

Scheana Shay
breaks her silence
on the Vanderpump
Rules editing
scandal that saw an
editor for the reality
TV show fired: 'I was
crying'

Jenna Coleman
wears white cotton
shirt dress and
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shirt dress and
espadrilles as she
enjoys a sunny walk
in London
Actress looked perfectly
chic as she stepped out 

'No human's life is
worth a TV show':
Elisabeth Moss says
The Handmaid's Tale
won't resume filming
until it's safe 'for
everybody'

Britney Spears
shows off her abs in
a neon orange crop-
top as she twirls to
the beat of Kim
Petras' summer
anthem Malibu
during coronavirus
lockdown

Terri Seymour
covers her face with
a mask as she heads
out to run errands in
West Hollywood
 

Abigail Spencer
gets candid about
'layers of pain' after
emergency wrist
surgery as she is
seen 
after getting cast off:
'My heart is broken'
 

Tyson Fury and
wife Paris are
summer ready as
they don casual
white ensembles
while their five
adorable children
strike a pose in
matching 
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Jinger Duggar, 26,
announces that she
is pregnant with her
second child - a
daughter - while
revealing she
suffered a
miscarriage last fall 

Katherine
Schwarzenegger
puts her 
baby bump on full
display in a dark
hoodie as she walks
her pup
in Brentwood

Bernie Ecclestone,
89, and his pregnant
wife Fabiana Flosi,
44, are seen for the
first time since
announcing they will
welcome baby boy
in July

Russell Wilson and
Ciara continue
charitable efforts to
keep people fed
amid coronavirus
pandemic: 'All the
people working
tirelessly, we honor
you'

Lucy Hale is on the
prowl in leopard
shorts as she
spends afternoon
having picnic in the
park in Los Angeles
with a friend and
pup

Kelly Carlson, 44,
says she was 'upset'
when her blonde
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bombshell character
was cut from
Nip/Tuck... but now
she is loving life
away from
Hollywood

Justin Bieber reps
his own music by
donning Yummy
shirt with 
bucket hat while
shooting hoops in
front of his house
in Los Angeles

Meghan Rapinoe's
twin sister Rachael
reveals her soccer
star sibling OUTED
her as gay to their
parents after her
own coming out
went badly

LA Rams head
coach Sean McVay
and his Ukrainian
model fiancee
Veronika Khomyn
make the best use of
their quarantine time
and go on jog

Lady Gaga seems
to allude to rocky
relationship with
former fiancé
Christian Carino in
new song: 'I feel like
I'm in a prison hell' 

The 1975 lead
singer Matty Healy
takes down his
Twitter after he's
SLAMMED for
linking to his song in
comment on tragic
death of George
Floyd
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Floyd

Bachelor's Chris
Soules and Victoria
Fuller are
'exclusively dating'
as they quarantine
together in Iowa

Kim Kardashian
congratulates
former inmate and
music producer
David Jassy for new
mixtape recorded at
San Quentin State
Prison

Gal Gadot's
authorized Hedy
Lamarr miniseries
gets straight-to-
series order from
Apple TV+ after
historical drama
moved from cable
giant Showtime 

Sonic The
Hedgehog sequel
now in development
with director Jeff
Fowler and
screenwriters Pat
Casey and Josh
Miller all back for
next go-around

Rihanna recalls
being called a 'one-
hit wonder' as she
celebrates 15th
anniversary of her
debut single Pon de
Replay

Serena Williams
jokes about 'two
types of people' as
her daughter is
occupied by a tablet
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occupied by a tablet
while she works out
Shared a photo from her
yoga session

Cate Blanchett
confirmed to star as
Lilith in Eli Roth's
big screen
adaptation of
Borderlands video
game
Roth said he was so lucky
to have her involved

Getting their steps
in: Hugh Jackman
and wife Deborra-lee
Furness wear
protective face
masks as they walk
their dogs in New
York City

Pamela Anderson
says she is keen to
marry 'one more
time' after insisting
brief marriage to Jon
Peters wasn't legal
and they weren't
'physical'

Newly-engaged
Little Mix singer
Leigh-Anne Pinnock
proclaims her 'life is
complete' after
soccer star beau
Andre Gray's
romantic lockdown
proposal

Sting has received
portrait painted by a
late fan after his
daughter Mickey
Sumner helped fulfil
his dying wish by
sending her dad the
artwork
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To Life! Fiddler On
The Roof gets
reboot at MGM with
Hamilton director
Thomas Kail at the
helm
The 1971 film was based
on Broadway musical

Hilaria Baldwin
covers her baby
bump in white dress
as she does workout
during quarantine
She has a lot on her plate
with four children

Cameron Boyce's
mom Libby breaks
down in tears on
what would have
been the star's 21st
birthday... nearly a
year after his
unexpected death

Sarah Silverman
creates noise with
frying pan and tongs
as she joins in
salute to New York
City  healthcare
workers from her
fire escape

Jay Cutler spent
time in Montana
hunting following
his divorce drama
with Kristin
Cavallari... as she is
back to work at her
fashion label

Britney Spears is
releasing her song
Mood Ring for the
first time in the U.S...
after its 2016 Japan
release
Pop fans are in for a treat
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Pop fans are in for a treat
with midnight release

The Cadillac
Three's drummer
Neil Mason and wife
Chelsea are
expecting their first
baby: 'My heart is so
full of love for her'

Christina Anstead
doesn't let lockdown
stop her from
maintaining her fit
figure as she breaks
a sweat with brisk
jog

Federal judge
throws
out Francesca
Gregorini's
copyright lawsuit
against M. Night
Shyamalan's
Servant
The storylines 'diverge
drastically', judge said

Four more women
accuse Harvey
Weinstein of rape in
new lawsuit as 68-
year-old serves 23-
year prison term for
sexually assaulting
two others

John Boyega
triumphantly reveals
Twitter did NOT find
violations with his
outraged comments
about George
Floyd's death

Lady Gaga and
Ariana Grande get
soaking wet as
they're caught in a
fake storm at home
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fake storm at home
to promote Rain On
Me
Gaga 
her pool

Halsey reveals she
is studying for the
bar exam as she
shows off the
constitutional law
book she has been
reading during
quarantine 

Today's headlines
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SHOP BY CATEGORY
Fashion
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Beauty

Fitness

Kitchen

Tech Electronics
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